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ABSTRACT
A one-dimensional, dynamic gas turbine engine performance analysis program,
based on a modified parallel compressor theory, was enhanced with an added capability
to calculate compressor stage characteristics given basic blade correlations, blade and
casing geometry, and flow conditions. Total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio
across rotors and stators had previously been provided solely by stage characteristics
maps created using experimental data or computational means. The user now has the
option to have those ratios, or characteristics, calculated via a one-dimensional code
during the simulation.

Experimental data is still required for calibration of this

characteristics prediction code.
An existing characteristics prediction code was integrated as a subroutine of the
performance analysis program. With flow conditions at the stage inlet and basic stage
geometry information provided, the characteristics prediction code calculates the desired
ratios and feeds them back to the analysis code. The performance analysis program
interacts with the characteristic prediction code whenever rotor or stator performance is
required, so it can be run in a steady state or dynamic condition, with or without parallel
compressor segments.
The performance analysis code, called DYNTECC, operates on a modified
parallel compressor theory.

The modifications allow it to simulate radial and

circumferential mass redistribution, as well as radial work redistribution between the
parallel flow segments. These, in turn, make it possible to model the effects of radial and
circumferential inlet flow distortion on overall compressor performance. The interface
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with the characteristic prediction code enables separate characteristics to be calculated for
each parallel flow segment.
The characteristics prediction code calculates the stage pressure and temperature
ratios along an averaged streamline, or meanline. Called the Meanline Code (capitalized
to specify the particular algorithm used here), this code uses a correlation to provide stage
loss and deviation. Since the correlation used is not sufficiently general, add-loss and
add-deviation values are tabulated, or mapped, against corrected mass flow. The onedimensional Meanline Code performs its calculations along a streamline specified by the
meanline velocity density ratio (MVDR), also tabulated against mass flow in the map.
The modeling technique and calibration process were validated using experimental data
from NASA Rotor 1B, a single rotor compressor test bed.
The new capability to calculate stage characteristics directly makes it possible to
perform analyses of an engine without detailed compressor stage performance data. It
also takes an important step toward increasing DYNTECC’s capabilities. With further
development of this integrated capability, the performance analysis program will have the
flexibility to operate at points other than those specified by available characteristics
maps.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Development of increasingly complex compressors in modern aircraft gas turbine
engines has spurred the development of correspondingly more complex computer codes
to model their performance. These compressors must provide high performance in a
stable manner even under extreme off-design conditions, such as slow high-angle-ofattack flight. Testing of the entire envelope of off-design conditions is prohibitively
expensive and time consuming. Instead, computer models are used to give a more
complete picture of the compressor’s performance. These models are calibrated using
experimental data at a limited number of discrete compressor operating points. They
increase the level of understanding of what occurs within a compressor predicting values
for flow properties which are not easily measured. It follows that computer models must
be able to accurately simulate operation of compressors over a wide range of conditions.
Most fixed wing aircraft use gas turbine engines, such as the one shown in figure
1.1 (all figures are located in Appendix B), based on axial flow compressors made up of
one or more rotating blade rows in succession (Mattingly, 1996). These rotors are
aerodynamically coupled, but may rotate on different coaxial shafts. The compressor
increases the pressure of incoming air to provide higher cycle efficiency. An accurate
model of the compressor is crucial to analyzing overall engine performance. However,
appropriate information about compressors to be modeled is not always available.
Empirical information is needed about the total pressure and total temperature ratios
across individual stages as functions of stage rotational speed. This information is often
given by compressor characteristics maps (figure 1.2), but it remains difficult to come by
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in many cases. The lack of accurate characteristics maps for individual rotors and stators
along desired speedlines is a common problem.
A general method for providing stage characteristic data is by a model which
calculates the characteristics within an overall framework of an engine performance
analysis program. That characteristics model provides source term information necessary
to predict flow behavior through the compressor stages. It generates the characteristic
information using one-dimensional compressible flow theory, general blade correlations,
and information about the rotor or stator such as inlet flow conditions, blade and casing
geometry, and engine speed. Since conditions may vary during a simulation, changing
characteristic information must be provided as required. The compressor model requires
the use of standard correlations appropriate to the particular component. Blade and
casing geometry is provided up front in input files, while time-dependent flowfield
information is supplied by the engine performance program.

These two sets of

information, together with a third data set based on calibration of the correlations, are
used to generate characteristics data for the specific component at the current flow
conditions.
Characteristics obtained from stage modeling have the additional advantage of
providing more flexibility for varying conditions. With this method, the overall engine
computer model could be operated over a greater range of speedlines.

Variable

geometries such as stators with moveable flaps can also be modeled. These are important
capabilities, since a key purpose of compressor simulations is to predict engine
performance when operating at points between experimental operating points.
present work lays the groundwork for achieving those capabilities.
2

The

The objective of the current research is to increase the capability of a pseudoone-dimensional gas turbine engine performance code developed to analyze engine
performance and reliability by adding as a subprogram a one-dimensional compressor
stage characteristics prediction code. The compressor model was modified so that the
characteristics prediction code, used to provide source terms via compressor
characteristics, could be called as a subroutine within the engine performance analysis
code. When accurate characteristic maps are not available at the desired operating
condition, they are calculated by a newly implemented meanline code. The interface was
arranged so that the engine performance analysis code provides component inlet flow,
engine operating conditions, and a component identifier.

The characteristic code

retrieves geometry and correlation information from an input file, and returns total
pressure and total temperature ratios. The general blade correlations were tailored to a
specific set of blades via calibration using experimental data. Calibration was performed
using a stand-alone version of the characteristic code, and resulted in a massflow
dependent map.
The specific implementation of this method modified an engine performance
analysis code called the Dynamic Turbine Engine Compressor Code (DYNTECC). The
code is based on a stage-by-stage analysis of the engine compression system, coupled to
models for the combustor and turbine (Davis, 1991). This full-engine model provides for
a more complete understanding of the compressor during various states of engine
operation. DYNTECC utilizes a one-dimensional, segmented, parallel compressor theory
with allowances for radial and circumferential passage of mass and energy. Its numerical
technique solves the conservation equations over a one-dimensional, segmented model of
3

the engine. The model is divided axially so that each segment can be treated as a finiteelement control volume. In addition, the engine’s flow path can be divided into radial or
circumferential segments to allow treatment of the compressor as multiple, parallel flow
machines. A pseudo-two-dimensional simulation is achieved by modeling mass and
energy transfer between the parallel flows, which includes a dynamic lag algorithm to
treat rotor blades passing through stall conditions. These techniques allow the code to
model engine performance with distorted inlet flows.
In the present study, the characteristics prediction code modified for use in
DYNTECC was the Meanline Code (MLC), so named because it models the mean flow
path through compressor components (Crumpsty, 1989). This one-dimensional code
calculates variations in flow across a rotor or stator based on inlet conditions and stage
geometry. As integrated with DYNTECC, the additional information required is loss,
deviation and meanline velocity density ratio, or MVDR. Loss and deviation terms are
calculated in the MLC using the correlations.

Those terms were calibrated using

additional-loss and additional-deviation terms pulled from a map based on corrected
massflow. That same map also contains information to find MVDR based on corrected
massflow. The map was generated from experimental data during a calibration process
using a stand alone version of the Meanline Code.
This work integrated DYNTECC and the Meanline Code to allow prediction of
the compressor characteristics information during the engine performance analyses.
These existing programs were modified to include a reduced form of the MLC as a
subroutine of DYNTECC. Whenever DYNTECC requires characteristic information—
once per segment for each compressor stage, at each time step—MLC predicts the stage
4

total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio. To calculate the characteristic information
MLC uses time-, compressor- and segment-specific information provided by DYNTECC;
a general blade correlation; and calibration information.
Calibrations and validation of the MLC were performed based on data from a testbed compression system called NASA Rotor 1B. Rotor 1B is a single stage, high tip
speed compressor tested in 1967 by General Electric. The MLC was calibrated using
Rotor 1B experimental data along the 50%, 70%, 90% and 100% speedlines with
undistorted, or clean, compressor inlet flow, resulting in development of the add-loss,
add-deviation and MVDR maps described above. Once the MLC was calibrated for the
clean conditions, as series of steady state simulations, quasi-steady state simulations with
no distortion, and quasi-steady state simulations with circumferential inlet distortion were
performed with DYNTECC using the MLC to provide characteristic information.
Undistorted flow results were compared to experimental data for 50%, 70%, 90% and
100% design corrected speeds, and against DYNTECC results that were established using
traditional characteristic maps. Distorted inlet flow results created using the MLC were
compared to results created using traditional characteristics map for 50%, 70% and 100%
design corrected speeds. The results of these comparisons will be discussed in Chapter
5.0.
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2.0 LITERATURE SEARCH
A wide spectrum of tools is available for use in engine performance analysis,
ranging from quasi-one-dimensional calculations to Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) analyses utilizing the full Navier-Stokes equations. The more complex codes
require relatively long run times even on supercomputers, but offer high fidelity solutions
and small requirements for empirical data (Adamczyk). They are most frequently used
for component design.
Toward the other end of the spectrum, 1-D and 2-D flowfield models offer lower
resolution solutions using more empirical data, but in much shorter computational times.
These models are better suited to parametric studies and full engine performance
analyses, where CFD solutions would be impractical. The present work falls into this end
of the spectrum, and focuses on modeling inlet distortion within a program designed for
post-stall performance analysis.
Early in 1967 Pinker and Herbert conducted experimental work characterizing the
effects of square-mesh wire gauzes on flow total pressure at relatively high Mach
numbers. They related the total pressure change to geometry, Reynold’s number and
Mach number. This work was necessary to create experiments with controlled pressure
losses at specified flow conditions. It helped define an important aspect of early tests
regarding distorted inlet flow patterns.

Later that same year, Seyler and Gostelow

published the results of a series of tests with an experimental high Mach number
compressor rotor, including tests with inlet flow distortion generated by square-mesh
wire gauze. Rotating stall was characterized without inlet flow distortion. Tests with
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inlet distortion were performed using a wire gauze screen. Extensive stall data was not
obtained with inlet distortion, but points of stall initiation were.
An early popular model for predicting stall was developed by Greitzer (1976). He
used the model, which used an actuator disk to simulate the compressor, to conduct a
theoretical investigation of stall conditions.

Based on this investigation, Greitzer

developed the non-dimensional parameter, B, to determine whether a compression system
would enter rotating or surge stall. Greitzer defined B as:
B=

Vp

U
2a

A c Lc

where U is the spool speed at the mean radius, a is the speed of sound, Vp is the plenum
volume, Ac is the compressor duct flow area, and Lc is the total length of the compressor
and ducts. If B is above a critical value, the compressor will enter an oscillatory surge
stall condition. If it is below, the compressor would enter rotating stall, characterized in
his actuator disk model by steady state operation with a lower pressure ratio and
massflow.
In 1977 Kimzey developed a parallel compressor

technique to model inlet

distortion. The technique used one-dimensional forms of the three inviscid conservation
equations, applied to elemental control volumes within each parallel compressor. Source
terms were determined using empirical data
Davis (1986) built on Kimzey’s work, and developed the Dynamic Turbine
Engine Compressor Code as a means to study system behavior during post-stall events
such as surge and rotating stall.

This code used Kimzey’s parallel compressor theory

with an improved numerical technique for better stability. The code provided a model of
7

inlet distortion effects, including post-stall behavior.

He validated the code with a

parametric study of hardware modification effects on post-stall performance, including
rotating stall, classic surge, and deep surge.
Later, Davis (1991) used DYNTECC to perform a parametric investigation of the
effects of inlet distortion on compression system operability. He used the program to
explore transient and steady state pressure and temperature distortion effects.

This

included the effects of combined pressure and temperature distortion. Davis chose to use
a pure parallel compressor theory and used only two segments to minimize deviations
from the theory’s assumptions. Segments angles smaller than some critical angle reduce
the validity of parallel compressor models (Kimzey, 1977). A commonly recognized
value for that angle is 60º, though it varies with blade geometry. Due to a lack of
available experimental data for combined effects, results were not compared with
empirical data, but rather were used as a benchmark for developing the study of
combined effects.
During 1994, Shahrokhi and Davis (1995) applied the DYNTECC code to a two
stage, low aspect ratio fan. Shahrokhi incorporated modifications to the theory to expand
its range of application and increase accuracy.

Rotor stall delay (Korn, 1974) and

circumferential mass redistribution (Steenken, 1983) were the most prominent changes to
the code. The model was calibrated against experimental clean inlet data, and against
experimental data obtained with pure circumferential inlet distortion. The numerical
results compared favorably with experimental results in predicting overall pressure ratio.
Errors in predicted massflow, however, were as large as 8% near the stall region, and
were attributed to the use of a segment angle smaller than 60º.
8

Slightly less far down the complexity spectrum of performance models, are the
two-dimensional streamline curvature codes (SLCCs).

SLCC models are often

considered the primary tools of compressor preliminary design, and continue to be
developed in that capacity (Mönig, 2001). The SLCC model has also recently been
applied to more advanced gas turbine engine performance analyses.

Hale (1996)

developed a SLCC method to generate turbomachinery source terms that could be
implemented into a 3-D CFD flow solver. This methodology used CFD, without the
heavy computational burden imposed by using CFD to solve the flow through the bladed
regions. The program was improved upon by Boyer in 2001, with better total pressure
loss modeling.
At the opposite end of the complexity spectrum from CFD models, are 1-D
meanline codes. In 1998, Smith modified a code, simply called the Meanline Code, to
model flow through multiple compressors.

The code, developed by Hale, used

calculations along a mean streamline to predict component performance. Smith’s work
permitted serial calculations, and incorporated calculations for inter-component gaps.
A number of loss correlations have been created for use in one- and twodimensional compressor models, which require them to predict performance of the
compressor. The Meanline Code uses correlations developed by Hearsey (1994), as
discussed later in this work. Development of better correlations are an ongoing area of
study. One recent example is a model developed by Schobeiri (1998). His shock-loss
model is integrated with an overall loss calculation, which also must account for profile,
secondary, and total losses. The model calculates the shock position, which he notes is
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necessary to accurately predict shock losses.

Schobeiri notes that most correlation

models remain proprietary.
In a related vein, Schobeiri (2001) has done recent work that concentrates on
using dynamically adjusted stator blades to prevent stall. His work, applied to industrial
gas turbine engines, used a 1-D, row-by-row flow analysis of the compressor, with loss
correlations developed by Schobeiri. He considered on- and off-design conditions,
focusing on the aerodynamic control and prevention of stall, via dynamic adjustments of
the compressor stator blades.
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3.0 BACKGROUND OF DYNTECC AND THE
MEANLINE CODES
The work completed for this thesis built on two existing codes developed at
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Arnold Air Force Base, TN. These
one-dimensional codes describe gas turbine engine performance and use a variety of
techniques developed at AEDC to accurately predict multi-dimensional and dynamic
engine performance phenomena. The theory and modeling techniques of these codes
provides a framework for understanding the present work.

3.1 DYNTECC Code
The Dynamic Turbine Engine Compressor Code (DYNTECC) is a onedimensional, stage-by-stage dynamic compression and combustion system model (Hale,
1992). It was created to describe the behavior of axial compression systems during poststall events, including surge and rotating stall.

The code solves the nonlinear

conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy, using quasi-steady state
compressor stage characteristics to provide blade force and shaft work inputs. Dynamic
blade response is modeled using a first order lagging equation.

3.1.1 DYNTECC Theory
The DYNTECC compressor model incorporates the parallel compressor theory.
Parallel compressor models divide the overall compressor circumferentially into
segments with parallel flow.

DYNTECC solves the mass, momentum and energy

equations simultaneously using a finite difference numerical technique (figure 3.1).
Turbomachinery source terms such as mass bleed, blade forces and shaft work are
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determined from stage characteristics (DYNTECC Users Manual, 1997). DYNTECC
includes algorithms for modeling post-stall events, based on a separate set of stage
characteristics.
DYNTECC’s underlying numerical technique uses the conservative form of the
quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations. A splitting scheme applies those equations to the
finite-element model (Hale, 1992). The splitting scheme was chosen for its numerical
stability. DYNTECC’s includes a few modifications to the basic technique including use
of source terms, non-uniform radial spacing. Since the algorithm was chosen for its
stability, there were some concerns initially about the modifications made. Use of source
terms does not cause stability problems in the program. Nor does non-uniform spacing,
as long as axial changes in the cross-sectional area are not too large.
Based on parallel compressor theory, the code divides the compressor into
circumferential and/or radial segments that extend axially (figure 3.2). Basic theory
requires that each segment be treated without interaction except at the back boundary.
The segments use the same stage performance characteristics and a common exit static
boundary condition.

In DYNTECC, however, segment interactions are allowed,

including circumferential and radial mass redistribution, radial work redistribution and
dynamic blade response (Davis, 1987). These modifications are key to analyzing the
effects of inlet distortion on compressor performance.
Mass transport between circumferential segments is handled with an orifice flow
analogy. This analogy models the circumferential flow that can be caused by static
pressure differences between segments. Treatment of such flow occurs in the gaps
between rotors and stators. The orifice flow model assumes steady state, no heat transfer,
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no change in elevation, and incompressible flow through the orifice.

The program

simulates mass transport between radial segments with a radial momentum equation.
This technique applies in the case when the compressor is divided not only
circumferentially, but radially as well. A radial work redistribution function is also used
for radial segments to simulate two-dimensional pressure and temperature ratios across a
stage which are functions of radius.

The distribution is based on empirical data (

Shahrokhi, 1995).
Dynamic blade response occurs as a result of unsteady cascade effects.
DYNTECC models the response of a blade rotating through steady state distortion using
a dynamic lag algorithm. The algorithm accounts for the time lag of a blade’s response
to varying conditions as it passes through a circumferentially segmented flow. The blade
can pass through a segment where in steady state the blade would be stalled. However,
dynamic lag behavior may prevent the blade from stalling during its brief pass through
that region. The algorithm extends to account for unsteady distortion as well.

3.1.2 Use of Characteristics
The stage characteristics required to calculate stage forces and shaft work, for use
in the through flow momentum and energy equations, were available in DYNTECC in
the form of characteristics maps. These maps provide the characteristics in one of four
forms. The first, or classical form, defines the pressure coefficient, ψP, as the total
pressure ratio, PR. Temperature coefficient, ψT, is defined as TR – 1, where TR is the
temperature ratio. Each is a function of corrected massflow. The classical stage flow
coefficient, φ, is the axial flow velocity over the wheel speed at the mean-blade radius, or
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φ=u/U

The second form of stage characteristics is based on corrected flow properties,
and uses more easily measured terms. The coefficients are calculated as functions of
corrected mass flow, Wcor, and relative corrected rotor speed, NRcor. These properties are
defined as:

W cor =

W Tt
Pt A

and

NR cor =

Design Corrected Speed
Actual Corrected Speed

where Corrected Speed is defined as N cor =

N ⋅ Tt, ref
Tt

W= Actual physical airflow, lbm/sec
Tt = Total temperature (°R)
Pt = Total pressure, psf
A= Area, ft2
N= Rotor speed at the mean blade radius (ft/s)

The stage flow coefficient is then defined as φ = Wcor (NRcor)

/

Wcor*, where Wcor* is

the corrected mass flow at the sonic, or critical condition. The characteristics are defined
as:
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  γ −1  
2
Ψ =  PR  γ  − 1(NR cor )




P

Ψ T = (TR − 1)( NR cor ) 2
The third stage characteristic form is a modification of the second where
′ ⋅ NR cor
φ = Wcor
and
1/2

′ =
Wcor

W ⋅ (TR ref )

(PR )

;

TR ref =

ref

Tt
;
Tt, ref

PR ref =

Pt, ref
Pt, ref

The pressure and temperature coefficients are described as
ΨP = (PR − 1)
Ψ T = (TR − 1)

The final form of characteristic defined within DYNTECC is yet another variation of the
previous two, wherein speed is only included implicitly. Equations for the flow, pressure
and temperature characteristics appear the same, but without the speed terms:
′
φ = Wcor

ΨP = (PR – 1)

ΨT = (TR – 1)

′ , TRref and PRref are defined as in the third form.
Wcor
Regardless of the form of characteristic, the maps are created for a given
geometry, and set up for discrete speedlines.

Typically the map data comes from

experimental data, though it is possible to create a map using characteristic codes such as
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the 1-D Meanline Code or the 2-D Streamline Curvature Code. In the latter case, the
two-dimensional data must be converted into one-dimensional values, typically using
some form of weighted radial average.
When multiple segments are modeled, each segment uses the same characteristics
map. However, each may operate at a different point along the mapped curves, as shown
in figure 3.3. Segments with inlet distortion have a lower inlet total pressure, and operate
at a lower massflow. That causes them to operate at higher total pressure and total
temperature ratios, and closer to the compressor stall point. The overall compressor
characteristics are calculated by DYNTECC as a mass average of the individual segment
characteristics.

3.2 Meanline Code
The Meanline Code is a one-dimensional simulation created to predict
performance, in the form of total pressure and total temperature characteristics, for
individual compressor stages. Although a one-dimensional characteristic code is less
accurate than a two-dimensional code, it has a number of advantages for the application
described in this thesis. Of primary importance is the greatly reduced computational
time. When the program is called upon repeatedly to provide pressure and temperature
ratios at varying inlet conditions, creating those ratios with a minimum of calculations
becomes essential. Two-dimensional codes are much more computationally demanding,
and three-dimensional codes are extremely intensive, requiring long run times even on
supercomputers. While computational times continue to decline as computer technology
progresses, the frequency at which the characteristics code is called upon still mandates a
simple algorithm.
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Multidimensional codes also require more extensive blade geometry information.
Proprietary concerns and other factors often prevent access to such information. Finally,
it should be noted that DYNTECC is based on a one-dimensional theory, and only
requires 1-D characteristics. Were a multi-dimensional code to be used, the results would
have to be simplified to a one-dimensional value, thus partially mitigating any increase in
accuracy.

3.2.1 Numerical Approach of the Meanline Code
The Meanline Code uses an iteration scheme to converge on a solution based on
variables specified by the user. The code has four modes of operation, with varying
requirements for input information. Three of the modes use a Newton multi-variable
method to converge on a solution, while the fourth calculates the solution directly (see
Appendix C). Two modes are of primary interest to this work. As integrated with
DYNTECC, Meanline calculates the total pressure and temperature ratios directly, using
a given meanline velocity density ratio (MVDR) to define the streamline along which the
1-D calculations occur. To calibrate the code and create an add-loss/-deviation/MVDR
map for each machine, the stand-alone version of the code uses an iterative scheme to
match a specified pressure ratio, efficiency, and exit relative Mach number (M2rel).
Regardless of the iteration scheme used, the code relies on a mass flow function
(MFF) to calculate flow conditions across the compressor. An inlet MFF is found based
on inlet flow conditions. The relative flow total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio
are then calculated based on flow conditions and loss, whether specified or iterated.
Those ratios and an effective area ratio based on MVDR are used to calculate the exit
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MFF, which is in turn used to find exit flow velocities and static properties. Total exit
properties and total pressure and temperature ratios follow directly.

3.2.2 Hearsey Correlation
To calculate a stage characteristic directly (i.e., no overall iteration scheme) or
with only an exit parameter to match (MVDR iterated), the Meanline Code requires that
loss and deviation be provided. As integrated with the gas turbine engine analysis
program in this work, loss and deviation are not provided to the code. Instead, the loss
and deviation are calculated using an empirical correlation, named for Richard M.
Hearsey (Hearsey, 1994). Hearsey created this correlation from open-source literature to
get a transonic set, using databases of machines designed in the 1950’s and 60’s. Data
came from cascade and machine experiments, with NACA 65-series and double-circulararc blade profile designs.
The correlation has three primary elements. First is calculation of blade definition
on the meanline to determine cascade specifications. Blade definition refers to blade row
inlet and exit metal angles, blade sweep angles (r-z plane), lean angles (from r-axis),
solidity, maximum thickness and location of maximum camber. The second element is
interpolation of empirical cascade data to determine “reference” conditions. Reference
conditions are for a NACA 65-series profile cascade at low-speed, min-loss conditions.
They are based on two-dimensional cascade data. The third element is corrections to
these data to provide a total pressure loss coefficient and exit flow angle at the meanline
section. Corrections to the reference values account for: 1) profiles other than NACA
65-series, 2) actual incidence; 3) Mach number effects; 4) streamtube contraction
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effects; and 5) three-dimensional flow effects. Three-dimensional effects consist mostly
of secondary and tip gap flows, and interactions with through flow.

3.3 Add-Loss/Add-Deviation Maps
The Hearsey correlations provide a good estimate of loss and deviation, but
results are not accurate enough to satisfy requirements for creating stage characteristics.
To rectify this situation, the MLC must be calibrated using more accurate onedimensional data. Experimental data is preferred, but information created with a more
precise 2-D or 3-D code can satisfy calibration requirements as well. Each rotor and
stator must be calibrated independently.
Calibrating the code results in the creation of what are called add-loss and adddeviation maps. The data from these maps are values that further correct for variations
from the reference condition. Also, Hearsey correlation calculations are only indirectly
dependent on massflow. This treatment results in loss and deviation values with only
minor variations over the range of massflow, and the calibrated add-loss/-deviation
numbers are tabulated against corrected massflow to compensate for that effect. MVDR
is also tabulated against massflow based on the calibration runs. It can then be treated as
a specified condition, allowing for direct calculation of the total pressure and temperature
characteristics.

3.4 Real Time Calculation of Characteristics
As noted in section 3.1, characteristics codes can be used to create maps in the
absence of sufficient experimental data. Such maps allow a compressor analysis code to
operate at the specified speedlines (typically based on corrected mass flow) and for the
geometry used in creating the maps.

Integrating a characteristics code with the
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compressor analysis code allows simulations when characteristics data is not directly
available, but generates another important benefit as well. Such a setup creates the
potential to make the analysis code much more flexible, by permitting simulations to
deviate from the speedlines at which characteristic map data are available.
The characteristics code, as a subset of the performance analysis program,
provides “real time” pressure and temperature ratios at the specified stage operating
conditions. It would be impractical to create a map that adequately covered the full range
of possible massflows, but a characteristic code can be set up to provide the information
at any point in that range. The potential flexibility with regards to stage geometry is even
more significant. Information between experimental speedlines could be interpolated, but
the ability to determine changes in operational characteristics as geometry varies (either
dynamically, or from run to run) is much more difficult to implement in a map-based
algorithm.
The most important need for a variable geometry capability arises when
performing an analysis of a modern compressor with scheduled variable stagger stators.
Instead of creating a new set of maps for each desired stator position, the characteristics
code can provide the desired information directly. While standard maps might account
for the on-design stator position for a given condition, the integrated code could enable
off-design analysis, essential for a true understanding of any engine’s performance.
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4.0 APPROACH
The approach used in the present investigation is derived from the longrecognized shortcomings of characteristics maps. To circumvent those shortcoming, the
Meanline Code was incorporated as a subroutine of DYNTECC. DYNTECC previously
called a series of subroutines to read the characteristic map file and interpolate for the
desired mass flow. The user can now direct DYNTECC to bypass the map and instead
have the characteristics calculated at each time step in Meanline.

4.1 Integrating The Meanline and DYNTECC Codes
The decision to allow operation with loss, deviation and MVDR specified
stemmed from the previously existing mode of operating DYNTECC with a map.
Section 3.1.2 showed that total pressure and total temperature ratios, when provided by
characteristics maps, depend only on rotor speed, inlet flow velocity, inlet total pressure
and temperature, area and gamma. The goal of this work was to replace those maps, so
the integration of the MLC imitated that interface as closely as possible.
Loss and deviation are not provided directly, so Meanline calculates them using a
correlation algorithm. The Hearsey correlations are the best algorithm currently available
in the code for specifying loss and deviation (Smith, 1998). The Hearsey correlations
provide an estimate, so an add-loss and add-deviation map must be developed for each
stage to provide more accurate results. To avoid having DYNTECC specify a component
exit condition, that map is extended to provide meanline velocity density ratio.
calibration process is used to create the map, including MVDR information.
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The Meanline subroutine pulls information for the correlation calculations from a
separate input file. That input file also provides additional geometry information which
is not already provided by DYNTECC. Information that is passed from DYNTECC
includes constants (R, γ, gc); total pressure, total temperature and Mach number at the
component inlet; mass flow; rotor speed; component inlet and exit areas; exit static
pressure; and the stage inlet station.

4.2 Calibrating the Meanline Code
Successful validation of the code depended on the calibration process.
Experimental data gathered using NASA Rotor 1B was selected to validate this work,
including the calibration process. It was chosen for its simplicity as a single rotor
compressor, and because of the availability of experimental data.

4.2.1 NASA Rotor 1B Tests
NASA Rotor 1B is a medium aspect ratio single transonic rotor, designed in the
1960’s (figure 4.1).

Its creation was spurred by material developments allowing

supersonic tip speeds. Rotor 1B has titanium blades with a combination double-circulararc and multiple-circular-arc design. The double-circular-arc geometry extends from
about 60% of blade length to the tip. The rotor can achieve tip speeds of 1,400 feet per
second, and was designed to study shock losses at such high speeds. Rotor 1B tests were
performed at General Electric’s House Compressor Test Facility at Lynn, Massachusetts
in 1967 (figure 4.2). The test setup inlet used atmospheric air passed through two filter
banks, a coarse wire inlet screen, a bell-mouth, and a flow straightener. The first filter
served to remove 22% of dust particles greater than three to five microns across. The
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second filter was intended to filter 90-95% of the same size particles. Downstream of the
rotor, the flow was divided concentrically, with the inner flow going through a flow
straightener and venturi flow meter, then to atmosphere. The outer flow passed through a
slide cylindrical throttle valve and into a collector. From there, it went through a flow
straightener, a venturi flow meter and out to atmosphere.
Inlet conditions for Rotor 1B were measured using twenty-four thermocouples
attached to the inlet screen and six seven-element pitot-static rakes positioned fourteen
inches downstream of the inlet flow straightener. Exit conditions were measured using
traverse probes immersed to five radial locations: 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% of
annulus height. The corresponding streamlines determined placement of other probes
upstream and downstream of the rotor. The entire length of the flow path included static
pressure taps in the casing and hub. Those static pressure taps were located along a line
of constant circumferential position. Traverse probes were used to take measurements at
multiple circumferential locations. The probes and rakes were all calibrated for Mach
number effects. A schematic of Rotor 1B instrumentation is provided in figure 4.3.
Data from the tests at Lynn are available for five speedlines based on corrected
speed. Those lines are 50%, 70%, 90%, 100% and 110% design corrected speed (DCS).
The Meanline Code was calibrated for the first four speedlines over a range of mass
flows extending from the choke condition to the surge stall condition. End points were at
the edge of stable operation.
Tests were also performed at the Lynn facility for the 50%, 70% and 100%
speedlines with circumferential inlet distortion. These tests were performed with a total
pressure distortion screen placed in the inlet flow, shown in figure 4.4. A support screen
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with 0.75” spacing of 0.092” wire covered the entire inlet flow area. The distortion
screen was made up of a wire gauze with 0.016” wire spaced at 20/inch, and covered a
90º section of the support screen. The distortion pattern is labeled 90º 1/rev, since a
given compressor blade passes through a single 90º distorted segment during each
revolution.
The same distortion and support screens were used for all circumferential
distortion tests. However, the distortion caused by a screen is dependent on the flow
velocity, and thus to the massflow passed through it. The result was different levels of
distortion throughout the range of tests. Distortion levels at each test point are not
available, but average distortion levels for each speedline are provided, and were used for
the DYNTECC simulations.

At 100% design corrected speed, the distorted flow

quadrant experienced 15% lower total pressure than for undistorted inlet air at the same
massflow. At the 70% speedline the quadrant experienced 7% less total pressure, and 3%
less on the 50% speedline.

The nature of the screen creates a minimal background

distortion in the other three quadrants, as well, which is accounted for when modeling the
flow. For the 100%, 70% and 50% speedlines, the background distortion in the three
“clean” quadrants were 3.0%, 1.5% and 0.8%, respectively.

4.2.2 Calibration Process
To calibrate the Meanline Code, the stand-alone version was operated using two
of its primary modes, in sequence. An overview of the calibration process is shown in
Figure 4.5 For each point at which clean inlet flow experimental data was available, the
code was operated with the total pressure ratio, efficiency and exit relative Mach number
given. The main results of interest from this first run were the meanline velocity density
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ratio, loss and deviation. MVDR values were used in creating the calibration map, while
loss and deviation were used as a baseline for the next step. The run also served as
verification that the code operated correctly at the given operating conditions.
Next, the code was operated at the same data point with loss, deviation, and
MVDR given. Loss and deviation were provided via the Hearsey correlations, while
MVDR came from the previous code run. The results of this run remained inconsistent
with experimental data, as expected, and provided the remaining information to create the
add-loss, add-deviation and MVDR map. The loss and deviation numbers generated by
the Hearsey correlations were compared to the data calculated in the first run. Additional
loss (add-loss) values were set equal to the difference between loss found in step one and
the loss calculated in step two. Additional-deviation (add-dev) are found in the same
manner. Each row of the map included corrected mass flow, add-loss, add-deviation
and MVDR.
The final step in the calibration process was to re-run each point with loss and
deviation provided by the Hearsey correlations. Then, based on MVDR, add-loss and
add-deviation values were pulled from the recently created map. Predicted total pressure
ratio and total temperature ratio results were compared against experimental data to
validate the map. Calibrating the code and creating a full map involved going through
this procedure for several points on each speedline of interest. To simplify the process,
Meanline was set up to run multiple points in a batch, so that a full speedline could be
calibrated at once.
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4.3 Validation of Code Integration and Calibration
To verify operation of the integrated program and to validate the calibration of the
characteristics calculations, DYNTECC was run in several different modes using the
NASA Rotor 1B model and inputs based on the 1967 G.E. experiments. Initial runs
included steady state conditions from four of the five speedlines for which experimental
data is available: 50%, 70%, 90% and 100% design corrected speed. Next, quasi-steady
state runs were performed, operating the rotor model at a given speed with increasing
backpressure to effectively create a speedline. During these simulations, the rotor model
was started in the choked region and moved toward the stall point.
This effectively decreased the mass flow through the compressor over the range
of mass flows for the chosen speedline. The back pressure in this type of simulation was
not raised quickly enough to be considered a dynamic change, and so the process was
considered quasi-steady state at each pressure ratio. A comparison of true steady state
runs to a quasi-steady state run was performed for the 100% speedline to verify the
validity of that assumption.

The quasi-steady state nature of these variable flow

simulations ensured that the characteristic speed lines hold true.
The results of the calibration process, performed using clean inlet flow conditions,
was then used to predict compressor performance with distorted inlet flow conditions. A
steady state circumferentially distorted flow pattern was chosen based on the availability
of experimental data, as described in section 4.2. The simulation used the parallel
compressor model to divide the inlet into four quadrants, with one experiencing a lower
inlet total pressure than the others. In performing the DYNTECC simulations, a quasisteady state mode was again chosen.

Input files were arranged so that the runs,
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performed at 50%, 70% and 100% DCS, would begin with zero distortion in all
segments. The percent distortion in each quadrant was increased from zero over a period
of two hundred milliseconds.

A stationary 90º segment of the inlet flow, labeled

Segment A, experienced an increase to full distortion. The other three quadrants ended
the ramp period at a background distortion level to match the experimental pressure loss
caused by the support screen. The inlet distortion levels were defined as a percentage of
the inlet total pressure. Following the ramp up period, the simulation continued steady
state operation for another two hundred milliseconds to demonstrate stability. Finally,
back pressure was increased as in the clean inlet flows, with the effect of decreasing
massflow and eventually stalling the compressor.
For each of the cases described above, DYNTECC ran once using characteristics
maps and once using the Meanline subroutine to calculate total pressure ratio and total
temperature ratio. A sample DYNTECC output is shown in Figure 4.6. Numeric data
was imported into spreadsheets to make comparisons. The results were compared to each
other and to the experimental data from General Electric’s Lynn Test Facility. All
comparisons were done for points immediately upstream and downstream of the rotor.
While the DYNTECC model included a length of duct section on each side of the rotor,
the flow in those sections was treated as an isentropic flow for these comparisons, and did
not affect the total ratios.
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5.0 COMPARISON OF MEANLINE CODE AND
MAP CHARACTERISTICS
The first step of the validation process was to verify the Meanline Code
calibration. Meanline runs were performed at each data point, with the total pressure and
temperature ratios compared to experimental data. With the MLC calibrated, various
DYNTECC simulations were performed for Rotor 1B. Each simulation was performed
first using the traditional characteristic maps, and then using the Meanline Code to
provide total pressure ratios and total temperature ratios. Steady state simulation of Rotor
1B provided an initial demonstration of the capability and of the add-loss/add-deviation
map accuracy. Follow-on surge-stall simulations of the same machine gave evidence that
the computed characteristics could be effective in a variable flow scenario. Finally,
distorted inlet flow conditions were modeled to demonstrate the technique and for
comparison to experimental data.

5.1 Calibration of the Meanline Code
Results of the Meanline Code calibrations for each speedline are shown in tables
5.1-5.4 (all tables located in Appendix A). The total pressure and total temperature ratios
are accurate to within 1.0% at all calibrated points, and within 0.05% at most points.
These numbers indicate an effective calibration at the available data points.

The

effectiveness and necessity of the calibration process is visually demonstrated in figures
5.1 through 5.4, for the 100% speedline. The 90%, 70% and 50% speedlines are shown
in figures5.5-5.8, 5.9-5.12, and 5.13-5.16, respectively. In each of those sets, the first
chart shows the uncalibrated MLC pressure ratio results versus experimental data. The
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second chart shows the calibrated MLC pressure ratio results versus experimental data.
The third and fourth charts reflect the same information for temperature ratio.
For the 100% and 90% speedlines, uncalibrated results are relatively accurate at
the lower massflows, but diverge to the high side as massflow increases. For the 70%
speedline, the uncalibrated results are low near the stall point, but cross the experimental
data and end up too high near the choke point. The 50% speedline uncalibrated Meanline
results are also low at low massflows, but converge on experimental data in the higher
massflow range. The common pattern is that, while experimental ratio data decreases as
massflow increases, uncalibrated results remain fairly steady, showing little variation
with massflow.

These observations hold true for the total pressure ratio and total

temperature ratio. In comparison, the calibrated results for total pressure and temperature
ratios on all speedlines lie close to the experimental data.

5.2 Comparison With Undistorted Flow
With the Meanline Code calibrated, the calibration map was then used to run
DYNTECC with MLC. Further validation of the calibration process and of the code
integration was completed mostly using variable flow simulations to generate a
characteristics map. The pressure and temperature characteristics for each speedline were
generated by specifying an initial massflow to start the simulation in the choked region,
then increasing back pressure until the surge point was reached. The resulting total
pressure ratio versus massflow and total temperature ratio versus massflow charts
effectively recreated the characteristics. Note that, since the calculated characteristics
don’t define a surge point, the runs are simply cut off at a point identified using the
experimental and map characteristics.
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Although DYNTECC can model dynamic compressor phenomena, available
experimental data does not incorporate any such effects, and so validation of the code
was based on steady state effects only. The simulated choke-to-surge stall runs were
performed on the order of one-tenth of one second. Dynamic effects occur on the order
of 1,000 Hz or greater, so this simulation could be expected to act as steady state. To
validate that assumption, speedlines were generated by increasing pressure at the
downstream boundary during the simulation, in order to vary massflow. The results of
these variable flow simulations were compared to a series of true steady state points over
the range of valid massflows for each speedline. As shown in figures 5.17 and 5.18, total
pressure and total temperature ratios for the 100% design corrected speed are in close
agreement between the true steady state and variable massflow runs.

A numerical

comparison for 100% DCS in table 5.5 further confirms that the variable flow simulation
provides equivalent results to a series of steady state runs. Each steady state result lies
within 0.1% of the variable flow data line. That error is well within the error level caused
by using linear interpolation along the variable flow line. The 50%, 70% and 90%
speedlines exhibit the same property. The close similarity indicates that the variable flow
runs can be treated as a quasi-steady state simulation, at the rates of change used here.
Once use of the quasi-steady state variable flow simulations was validated, the
next step was to compare the resulting characteristics with experimental data. Since the
DYNTECC runs did not usually hit the experimental points exactly (with respect to
massflow), linear interpolation was used to match those data points. This provides
accurate comparisons, since the characteristics are smooth curves with relatively slow
changes in slope, and the spacing between simulation data points is small. The difference
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between DYNTECC with the Meanline Code and DYNTECC with characteristics maps
was also looked at for clean inlet flow.
Analysis of the performance of DYNTECC with the integrated Meanline Code
with respect to experimental data is most important for validation, and a visual
comparison of the two is made for each speedline in figures 5.19–5.26. A look at the
graphic results indicates that the calibrated, integrated code created good characteristics,
with smooth curves through data points that closely approximated experimental data.
These figures include a chart for total pressure ratio data and a chart for total temperature
data for each speedline.
Numerical results of comparisons for each speedline are presented in tables 5.6–
5.13. The numeric comparisons shown in tables 5.6–5.13 verify that the calibrated code
produces accurate results: within 1% of experimental data for pressure and temperature
characteristics at all but one data point. It also shows that the characteristics generated
using DYNTECC with characteristics maps match experimental data better than those
created using DYNTECC with MLC. Since both methods used the same experimental
data for calibration, this indicates that the characteristic maps are able to more closely hit
the input points. However, experience with running the code demonstrated that the
characteristics map algorithm did not always produce smooth, continuous curves between
data points. Figures 5.27-5.28 provide a comparison of two DYNTECC simulations for
clean flow at 100% DCS, to demonstrate the difference between curves generated using
characteristics maps and those created with the Meanline Code. The total pressure and
total temperature curves (figures 5.27 and 5.28, respectively) created using characteristics
maps each exhibit a large discontinuity in slope at 216.31 lbm/s. This is a result of the
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numerical technique originally used to create the characteristics curves. That massflow
corresponds to a calibration point within the unstalled region. Thus the MLC provided
equivalent results, and even improved results in some areas.

5.3 Comparison With Circumferential Inlet Distortion
The circumferential inlet distortion simulations described in section 4.3 did not
perform well compared to experimental data, but the two methods of generating
characteristics did compare well to each other. The differences between DYNTECC
results and experimental data can be attributed to its one-dimensional nature. DYNTECC
is unable to accurately model some complex flow field phenomena associated with inlet
distortion. Also, as described in section 3.1.1, DYNTECC accounts for circumferential
massflow using calculations that apply to the gap between rotors and stators. Since Rotor
1B is a single rotor compressor, those calculations never occur. The four quadrants are
isolated except for a common rotor speed and shared back boundary condition. Overall
compressor performance is taken as an average of the four quadrants.
The segmented compressor model treats each segment as a clean inlet flow
compressor, with characteristics information determined by the massflow through the
particular segment. Following classical parallel compressor theory, the Rotor 1B model
was set up so that when any one segment stalled DYNTECC recognized the entire
compressor as being stalled. For the distorted inlet flow simulations, the segment with
full inlet distortion always stalled first.

The reduced inlet pressure caused lower

massflow, and higher pressure ratios, through the segment.
Figures 5.29 and 5.30 compare results of the two DYNTECC modes for 100%
design corrected speed at 8% total pressure inlet distortion. Although experimental data
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at 100% DCS was taken for 15% distortion, DYNTECC would not operate at most of
those points. The 8% level was chosen to allow a comparison between the DYNTECC
methods on the 100% speedline. A 1.6% background distortion level was used in the
other segments. Pressure ratio results, shown in figure 5.29, reveal somewhat different
performance between the two modes of calculating characteristics.

The figure

demonstrate similar characteristics to figure 5.27, for clean inlet flow results at the same
rotor speed. In both plots, results from the two modes cross at slightly less than 210
lbm/s, then reconverge near the choke point. The temperature ratio results in figure 5.30
are similar, but on a different scale. Both charts show that stall point massflow for the
inlet distortion runs is significantly higher than for the clean inlet flow runs. This is
because stall point depends not on the overall compressor performance, but rather on the
individual segments, with stall in any one segment indicating overall compressor stall.
Figures 5.31 through 5.34 make similar comparisons for 70% and 50% design
corrected speeds.

The two methods of providing characteristics information to

DYNTECC result in very similar performance results for distorted inlet flow at these
lower rotor speeds. The numerical comparisons in tables 5.14 through 5.16 also indicate
that the MLC is an effective substitute for traditional characteristics maps at most points.
An important point regarding the larger differences for the 100% design corrected speed
runs is that, for clean data, the MLC actually provided better characteristics curves
through the same region.
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The process of validating the Meanline Code integration and calibration
methodology for use in DYNTECC demonstrated that the technique works, but there are
other areas that require continued work. Calibration of the Meanline Code, and operation
of DYNTECC with MLC for an unsegmented compressor, were successful as
demonstrated by the validation simulations. Operation of the modified DYNTECC code
with a circumferential distortion model did not compare well with experimental data, but
did verify that the MLC is an effective replacement for characteristics maps. Further
validation will require use of at least a two-component model (1 rotor, 1 stator). Finally,
several improvements are still required to fully achieve the potential benefits of an
integrated characteristic calculating capability. Those potential benefits include reduced
reliance on experimentally determined characteristics and greatly improved flexibility for
engine simulations.
An early realization in integrating the codes was that Hearsey correlations will not
be very accurate for newer machines.

Hearsey developed the correlations using

experimental data for 1950’s and 1960’s vintage compressors. Those machines used
NACA 65-series and double-circular-arc blade profile designs.

Blade designs have

continued to evolve, and modeling compressors developed since the 60’s will require
other correlations. The calibration process allows the Meanline Code to correct for
inaccuracies in the correlation, but it is based a limited number of data points. Use of the
Hearsey correlations for modern compressors will place too much reliance on the
calibration process and resulting correction maps. Ideally, multiple correlations would be
made available for use with different compressor types. Proprietary concerns come into
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play when discussing such correlations, but the potential advantages are important and
worth pursuing.
Although their use is limited to older compressors, the Hearsey correlations were
fairly effective for the NASA Rotor 1B compressor. The uncalibrated characteristics
curves demonstrated relatively small slopes compared to experimental data. That is
readily explained by the correlations’ independence from massflow. Results from the
independent Meanline Code at the end of the calibration process were very accurate at all
points where experimental data was available. Calculated data from DYNTECC with the
integrated MLC confirmed that the integrated code provided accurate results at those
points. Additionally, the calibrated, integrated code generated smooth characteristics
through those experimental points. These results indicate that the basic correlation is
appropriate in this case, and also that the calibration process works.

This basic

observation is key, since an effective calibration process is a critical part of the integrated
characteristics calculation capability.
The quasi-steady state simulations generated total pressure and total temperature
ratio characteristics that were very much in line with experimental data. Besides further
validating the calibration process, the results from these runs demonstrated that the code
integration operated correctly, and that the Meanline Code could be an effective
substitute for characteristic maps. Indeed, use of the MLC led to smoother characteristic
curves as compared to those generated using characteristic maps.
Validating the calibration process and code integration in an efficient manner
depended on variable flow simulations. The quasi-steady state nature of the variable flow
simulation enables the user to obtain steady state calculations at a number of points
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during a single simulation.

That property makes it possible to evaluate an entire

speedline at once. Quasi-steady state runs require a sufficiently slow rate of change: on
the order of a hundredth of a second or greater to traverse the range of a single speedline.
The simulations performed for this work traversed the complete, stable range of flows for
each speedline in approximately five hundredths of a second. As such, they fell well
within the rate of massflow change necessary to qualify as quasi-steady state.
DYNTECC is not able to provide truly accurate results for inlet distortion flow
scenarios, so comparisons to experimental data are not shown. However, the results of
the simulations performed did demonstrate that the MLC is an effective substitute for
traditional characteristics maps, even at those distorted flow conditions. DYNTECC’s
treatment of circumferentially distorted flow as separate, clean flow compressors allows
performance analysis of compressors with inlet distortion, with code calibration at only
clean flow conditions.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The work completed for this thesis is a start towards the goal of having
DYNTECC utilize calculated characteristics rather than characteristics obtained from
maps. However, for this to be truly practical several other pieces should be put into
place. The first recommendation is to develop or obtain better correlations for use with
the Meanline Code. This is certainly not an easy task, but is critical to having a code that
can operate accurately without significant prior calibration. Using different correlations
for different types of machines would be ideal. Development of better correlations would
not eliminate the need for calibration of individual machines, but would reduce error by
minimizing reliance on the add-loss and add-deviation numbers.
A second recommendation is to incorporate a more advanced interpolation
method for use with the calibration maps, to allow for varying rotor speeds. The current
two dimensional method allows interpolation along a given speedline. Inclusion of a
three-dimensional scheme will allow simulations to deviate from those rotor speeds at
which experimental data is available. That capability would directly benefit the code,
since a key purpose of engine performance codes is to fill in the gaps between
experimental data.
A natural neighbor interpolation algorithm such as Natgrid, based on the work of
Watson, could be used in place of the current interpolation code contained in the
mapinterp subroutine (Natgrid 1997).

The natural neighbor interpolation algorithm is

able to provide a smooth surface over a set of points in three dimensions, using a
weighted average method. The natural neighbor method weights the functional values of
local points (natural neighbors) based on proportionate areas, rather than distances. Use
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of this method, or a similar one, will not only allow simulations along additional
speedlines, but also simulations which vary rotor speed.
Two other changes to the DYNTECC code are equally important to providing
useful, accurate simulations. Whereas the characteristic maps identify stall points and the
choked region directly based on experimental data, the Meanline Code simply calculates
through them. Numerical techniques exist to identify surge points (Koch, 1981). One
such algorithm should be incorporated into DYNTECC for use when the characteristics
are calculated.

Alternatively, a map of stall points versus massflow, such as is

incorporated with traditional characteristics maps, might be used. Since one of the key
purposes of this compressor analysis code is to simulate post-stall conditions, this
capability is critical.
The fourth recommendation would increase the code’s flexibility in testing
modern compressors with variable stagger stators. That change is simply to include
stagger angle of any variable angle blades in the DYNTECC input files, most likely in the
compressor input namelist. A time-dependent variation could also be specified in the
time function namelist. The real goal, however, should be to let DYNTECC pull the
stagger angle from a schedule input file based on corrected rotor speed for the upstream
rotor.

The stagger angle would then be passed to the Meanline Code for use in

calculating characteristics.
Aside from further modifications, and prior to attempting the fourth
recommendation, it would be useful to validate the code integration using a multiple
component compressor. A two stage (rotor and stator) compressor would be best suited
to this next step. A machine from the same generation as NASA Rotor 1B would be
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preferable, based on the MLC’s use of the Hearsey correlations. A machine for which
flow data is available in the rotor/stator gap would also be useful.

The main

requirements, however, are that geometry data for each component and overall
compressor performance be available. With a compressor selected and data available,
models would have to be developed for the independent Meanline Code and for
DYNTECC. The add-loss/-dev map developed for this work was built for a single rotor,
but the format is set up to be expanded for multiple components. A separate map can be
created for each component, and identified by the component’s inlet station per the
DYNTECC geometry file. The Meanline input file is also expandable for multiple
components. The input file uses the same component identifier as the calibration map.
The DYNTECC model would have to be created with each component treated as a
separate stage, as opposed to the common practice of providing characteristics with the
rotor and stator handled together as one stage.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Results and Experimental Data ,
100% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
204.79
211.01
216.31
219.38
220.68
221.21
221.81

experimental
1.7480
1.6927
1.6770
1.6086
1.5470
1.4430
1.2411

PRt
MLC
1.7483
1.6929
1.6767
1.6087
1.5472
1.4433
1.2412

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

experimental
1.1940
1.1843
1.1770
1.1643
1.1592
1.1460
1.1010

TRt
MLC
1.1943
1.1843
1.1774
1.1643
1.1592
1.1462
1.1010

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Table 5.2: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Results and Experimental Data ,
90% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
177.50
187.27
196.41
201.40
204.04
206.46
207.14
207.45

experimental
1.5540
1.5586
1.5154
1.4793
1.4400
1.4170
1.3043
1.1990

PRt
MLC
1.5537
1.5586
1.5155
1.4794
1.4401
1.4170
1.3043
1.1991

%∆
-0.02%
0.00%
0.01%
0.00%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

experimental
1.1510
1.1462
1.1361
1.1255
1.1220
1.1252
1.1081
1.0850

TRt
MLC
1.1505
1.1462
1.1361
1.1255
1.1222
1.1252
1.1081
1.0849

%∆
-0.05%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%
0.00%
0.00%
-0.01%

Table 5.3: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Results and Experimental Data ,
70% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
124.50
126.99
137.29
147.50
163.30
174.67

experimental
1.2900
1.2900
1.2757
1.2617
1.2194
1.1550

PRt
MLC
1.2900
1.2900
1.2757
1.2617
1.2170
1.1550

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.2%
0.0%
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experimental
1.0922
1.0922
1.0847
1.0776
1.0634
1.0520

TRt
MLC
1.0922
1.0922
1.0847
1.0776
1.0709
1.0519

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.0%

Table 5.4: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Results and Experimental Data,
50% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
91.31
92.50
105.10
113.20
117.50
120.40
124.80
128.00

experimental
1.1360
1.1457
1.1260
1.1163
1.1080
1.0988
1.0900
1.0810

PRt
MLC
1.1360
1.1457
1.1260
1.1163
1.1080
1.0977
1.0900
1.0810

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
0.0%
0.0%

experimental
1.0450
1.0459
1.0390
1.0345
1.0330
1.0307
1.0279
1.0260

TRt
MLC
1.0451
1.0459
1.0390
1.0345
1.0331
1.0329
1.0279
1.0259

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%

Table 5.5: Comparison of Steady State and Quasi-Steady State Results Using
DYNTECC With the Meanline Code, 100% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
197.60
199.68
204.87
210.90
216.42
219.34
220.00

quasi-steady
state
1.7959
1.7846
1.7573
1.7158
1.6725
1.6078
1.5766

PRt
steady
state
1.7952
1.7858
1.7576
1.7152
1.6717
1.6074
1.5764

%∆
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

quasi-steady
state
1.2041
1.2022
1.1968
1.1891
1.1765
1.1642
1.1612

TRt
steady
state
1.2042
1.2022
1.1967
1.1889
1.1763
1.1640
1.1612

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Table 5.6: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against Experimental Data, 100% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
221.21001
1.4740
220.67999
1.5580
219.38
1.6360
216.31
1.6870
211.02
1.7230

PRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC

%∆

1.5428
1.6063
1.6740
1.7150

-1.0%
-1.8%
-0.8%
-0.5%
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experimental
1.1385
1.1544
1.1694
1.1796
1.1908

TRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC

%∆

1.1579
1.1641
1.1768
1.1888

0.3%
-0.5%
-0.2%
-0.2%

Table 5.7: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With
Characteristics Maps Against Experimental Data, 100% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
221.21
1.4740
220.68
1.5580
219.38
1.6360
216.31
1.6870
211.02
1.7230

PRt
DYNTECC w/
maps

TRt
%∆

1.5631
1.6361
1.6913
1.7239

0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.1%

experimental
1.1385
1.1544
1.1694
1.1796
1.1908

maps

%∆

1.1553
1.1694
1.1805
1.1908

0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%

Table 5.8: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against Experimental Data, 90% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
206.46
1.3830
204.04
1.4340
201.40
1.4780
196.41
1.5170
187.27
1.5510

PRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC
1.3773
1.4447
1.4842
1.5143
1.5511

%∆
-0.4%
0.7%
0.4%
-0.2%
0.0%

experimental
1.1107
1.1200
1.1279
1.1392
1.1489

TRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC
1.1106
1.1233
1.1269
1.1357
1.1446

%∆
0.0%
0.3%
-0.1%
-0.3%
-0.4%

Table 5.9: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With
Characteristics Maps Against Experimental Data, 90% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
206.46
1.3830
204.04
1.4340
201.4
1.4780
196.41
1.5170
187.27
1.5510

PRt
DYNTECC w/
maps
1.3975
1.4577
1.4787
1.5183
1.5450

%∆
1.0%
1.7%
0.0%
0.1%
-0.4%
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experimental
1.1107
1.1200
1.1279
1.1392
1.1489

TRt
DYNTECC w/
maps
1.1132
1.1252
1.1280
1.1390
1.1465

%∆
0.2%
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.2%

Table 5.10: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against Experimental Data, 70% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
174.67
1.1610
163.3
1.2250
147.5
1.2740
137.29
1.2890
126.99
1.2930
124.5
1.2950

PRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC
1.1575
1.2213
1.2616
1.2758
1.2917
1.3046

%∆
-0.3%
-0.3%
-1.0%
-1.0%
-0.1%
0.7%

experimental
1.0493
1.0651
1.0804
1.0869
1.0920
1.0922

TRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC
1.0526
1.0641
1.0773
1.0845
1.0924
1.0953

%∆
0.3%
-0.1%
-0.3%
-0.2%
0.0%
0.3%

Table 5.11: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With
Characteristics Maps Against Experimental Data, 70% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
174.67
1.1610
163.3
1.2250
147.5
1.2740
137.29
1.2890
126.99
1.2930
124.5
1.2950

PRt
DYNTECC w/
maps
1.1601
1.2258
1.2754
1.2907
1.2953
1.2972

%∆
-0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.2%

experimental
1.0493
1.0651
1.0804
1.0869
1.0920
1.0922

TRt
DYNTECC w/
maps
1.0496
1.0652
1.0805
1.0870
1.0922
1.0927

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Table 5.12: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against Experimental Data, 50% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
124.80
1.0960
120.40
1.1030
117.50
1.1100
113.20
1.1180
105.10
1.1300
92.50
1.1420
91.31
1.1420

PRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC
1.0916
1.1006
1.1091
1.1175
1.1275
1.1414
1.1378

%∆
-0.4%
-0.2%
-0.1%
0.0%
-0.2%
-0.1%
-0.4%
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experimental
1.0295
1.0321
1.0338
1.0350
1.0402
1.0449
1.0469

TRt
DYNTECC w/
MLC
1.0284
1.0312
1.0334
1.0350
1.0392
1.0448
1.0442

%∆
-0.1%
-0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
0.0%
-0.3%

Table 5.13: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With
Characteristics Maps Against Experimental Data, 50% Speedline
massflow
(lbm/s)
experimental
124.80
1.0960
120.40
1.1030
117.50
1.1100
113.20
1.1180
105.10
1.1300
92.50
1.1420
91.31
1.1420

PRt
DYNTECC w/
maps
1.0963
1.1035
1.1103
1.1186
1.1308
1.1432
1.1433

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

experimental
1.0295
1.0321
1.0338
1.0350
1.0402
1.0449
1.0469

TRt
DYNTECC w/
maps
1.0296
1.0322
1.0339
1.0352
1.0401
1.0439
1.0454

%∆
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
-0.1%

Table 5.14: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against Experimental Data, 100% Speedline, 90º 1/Rev 8% Distortion
massflow
(lbm/s)
220.54
217.73
215.57
211.98
207.83

PRt
DYNTECC w/ DYNTECC w/
maps
MLC
1.5682
1.5582
1.6589
1.5932
1.6939
1.5931
1.7110
1.6996
1.7313
1.7340

%∆
-0.6%
-4.0%
-6.0%
-0.7%
0.2%

TRt
DYNTECC w/ DYNTECC w/
MLC
maps
1.1564
1.1608
1.1747
1.1634
1.1823
1.1635
1.1870
1.1823
1.1938
1.1910

%∆
0.4%
-1.0%
-1.6%
-0.4%
-0.2%

Table 5.15: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against DYNTECC With Characteristics Maps, 70% Speedline, 90º 1/Rev 7% Distortion
massflow
(lbm/s)
163.24
159.45
155.55
149.48
144.84

PRt
DYNTECC w/ DYNTECC w/
maps
MLC
1.2237
1.2221
1.2395
1.2363
1.2534
1.2481
1.2680
1.2609
1.2755
1.2684

%∆
-0.1%
-0.3%
-0.4%
-0.6%
-0.6%
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TRt
DYNTECC w/ DYNTECC w/
maps
MLC
1.0650
1.0645
1.0693
1.0680
1.0731
1.0714
1.0780
1.0759
1.0815
1.0789

%∆
0.0%
-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.2%

Table 5.16: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Results Using DYNTECC With MLC
Against DYNTECC With Characteristics Maps, 50% Speedline, 90º 1/Rev 3% Distortion
massflow
(lbm/s)
120.37
116.81
111.51
106.46
102.65

PRt
DYNTECC w/ DYNTECC w/
maps
MLC
1.1035
1.0993
1.1112
1.1085
1.1215
1.1192
1.1295
1.1271
1.1342
1.1321

%∆
-0.4%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.2%
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TRt
DYNTECC w/ DYNTECC w/
MLC
maps
1.0319
1.0304
1.034
1.0329
1.0364
1.0356
1.0380
1.0383
1.0402
1.0404

%∆
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
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burner turbine afterburner

nozzle

Compressor
Pressure

Compressor
Temperature

Figure 1.1: Typical Axial Flow Gas Turbine Engine: PW F100

Lines of Constant Corrected
Stall

Corrected Mass Flow
Figure 1.2: Representative Compressor Characteristics Maps
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Figure 3.1: DYNTECC Control Volume Technique

C O M PRESSO R M O DEL

D IS T O R T IO N
PATTERN

L O W P RESSU RE

H IG H P R E S S U R E

Figure 3.2: Example of The Parallel Compressor Theory Concept
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A: reduced inlet total pressure

A

B

C

D

B, C, D: clean inlet
flow

Figure 3.3: Example of Inlet Distortion Operation

test
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inlet screen

flow
straightener

fine filter

coarse filter

Figure 4.1: NASA Rotor 1B Compressor Test Bed

Figure 4.2: Schematic of General Electric’s Lynn Test Facility
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Figure 4.3: Rotor 1B Instrumentation

Figure 4.4: Rotor 1B Circumferential Inlet Distortion Screen
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TOOL

APPLICATION Used in Step 2

Meanline Code

STEP 4

Figure 4.5: The Meanline Code Calibration Process

DYNTECC with MLC
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Figure 4.6: Sample DYNTECC Output, Rotor 1B, 100% DCS, Clean Input
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 90% Speedline
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 90% Speedline
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 90% Speedline
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 90% Speedline
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 70% Speedline
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 70% Speedline
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature
Ratio Results and Experimental Data , 70% Speedline
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 70% Speedline
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 50% Speedline
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Pressure Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 50% Speedline
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of Uncalibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature
Ratio Results and Experimental Data , 50% Speedline
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of Calibrated Meanline Code Total Temperature Ratio
Results and Experimental Data , 50% Speedline
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of Steady State and Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure
Ratio Results Using DYNTECC With the Meanline Code, 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of Steady State and Quasi-Steady State Total
Temperature Ratio Results Using DYNTECC With the Meanline Code, 100%
Speedline
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 100% Speedline
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 90% Speedline
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 90% Speedline
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 70% Speedline
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 70% Speedline
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 50% Speedline
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against Experimental Data, 50% Speedline
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Map Characteristics,
100% Speedline
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Map Characteristics,
100% Speedline
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Maps, 100% Speedline,
90º 1/Rev 8% Distortion
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Maps, 100% Speedline,
90º 1/Rev 8% Distortion
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Maps, 70% Speedline,
90º 1/Rev 7% Distortion
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Maps, 70% Speedline,
1/Rev 7% Distortion
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Pressure Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Maps, 50% Speedline,
90º 1/Rev 3% Distortion
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Total Temperature Ratio Results
Using DYNTECC With MLC Against DYNTECC With Maps, 50% Speedline,
90º 1/Rev 3% Distortion
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APPENDIX C – CHANGES TO THE MEANLINE
CODE
Prior to integrating the Meanline Code (MLC) with DYNTECC, a number of
changes were made to the characteristic prediction code. Previously, the code was set-up
to operate in one of three modes, depending on what information was supplied. The three
modes used either one, two or three nested secant iteration loops. The stand-alone
version of the Meanline Code, used for calibration purposes, retains those three modes
but no longer uses a nested iteration structure. The version integrated with DYNTECC
utilizes the MLC’s physics, but fully specifies the problem so that no iteration is required.
The first mode of the stand-alone MLC requires that loss, deviation, and an exit
parameter be given. Within this mode, loss and deviation can be specified directly or
calculated from a correlation. The code uses a secant method, iterating on the meanline
velocity density ratio (MVDR) to converge on the specified exit parameter.

Exit

parameters available as an input include relative Mach number, absolute Mach number,
static pressure, static temperature, total pressure and total temperature. Experience with
using each of these to drive the solution has shown that the exit relative Mach number
typically provides the most stable simulation.
The second mode uses pressure ratio, efficiency, and MVDR as inputs.
This mode uses two nested secant iterations to converge on the solution. Loss and
deviation are iterated to converge on the given pressure ratio and efficiency. MVDR
remains fixed. The third mode is based on inputs of pressure ratio, efficiency, and an exit
parameter. Here, three nested secant iterations converge on the solution. Loss, deviation,
and MVDR are iterated to converge upon the three driving inputs.
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Each of these modes requires starting points be input for the iterated variables.
Experience with the original Meanline Code showed that stability of the code, and more
specifically the iteration scheme, was overly sensitive to the given starting values. This
was especially a problem when operating the code in a mode with nested iteration
schemes. To make the code more robust, its structure was modified via replacement of
the secant iteration scheme with an off-the-shelf multi-variable iteration scheme.
This new structure utilizes the Replicas Solver, developed by the Simulation and
Modelling Workshop. The Replicas Solver is based on a Newton’s method for nonlinear
systems, modified to use Broyden’s technique for computational efficiency. Newton’s
method uses matrix operations to iterate the driven variable or variables simultaneously
to converge to the solution. The benefit of Newton’s method is quadratic convergence,
but at the cost of calculating and inverting a large Jacobian at each step. Broyden’s
technique is a method to reduce the calculation time in handling the Jacobian.

It

generates an initial estimate for the inverse matrix and iterates to a solution. The initial
matrix, Bo, is a finite difference approximation to the Jacobian. Each step generates a
new matrix, Bk+1, to satisfy the quasi-Newton equation:
Bk + (xk+1 – xk) = f(xk+1) – f(xk)

Despite being an iterative process, Broyden’s technique is not computationally
demanding because it does not require evaluation of the function f(x) at each step.
Although the Replicas Solver is much more computationally complex than the
nested iteration scheme, it is more robust and converges much more quickly. This
translates to a wider range of acceptable initial guesses for the iterated variables and less
time to produce a characteristic. The improved structure of the Meanline Code proved
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critical during the calibration process. That process utilizes the second and third modes,
where MLC previously performed its worst. With these changes, MLC consistently
converges to a solution, and the calibration process is straightforward.
Although the full Meanline Code is setup as an iterative algorithm, it was possible
to fully specify the problem when integrating the code with DYNTECC. The set-up
resembles the first mode described above, with DYNTECC providing an exit parameter,
and loss and deviation provided by a correlation. The difference lies in that MVDR is
provided using a map, rather than being iterated for a solution. Add-loss and add–
deviation values for calibration are contained in the same map with MVDR, with all three
tabulated versus massflow.
This fourth mode of operation uses the code’s physics, based on the meanline
velocity density ratio, but bypasses the Replicas Solver to calculate total temperature and
pressure ratios directly. The advantage to this setup is that no iteration is required.
Iterative processes are time consuming, so being able to create a solution directly is very
beneficial when the calculation is required at every time step. Since MVDR is tied
closely to the massflow, providing MVDR in the calibration map proved to be an
effective way to eliminate the need for iterations.
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